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Editorial Note

I am pleased to inform you that the journal of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology is a peer reviewed journal that focuses on comprehensive and extensive coverage of research developments in the field of molecular biology and biotechnology year 2019. Articles on all subjects related to Animal Molecular Biology, Recombinant DNA Technology, Microbial Biotechnology, Disease Molecular Biology, Gene Cloning, System Biology, Biotechnology and Bioinformatics.

Molecular Biology and Biotechnology focuses on macroscopic and histologic examinations and biopsies studies. Articles on immunohistochemistry, cytopathology techniques, Bioinformatics, molecular diagnostics such as DNA/ RNA analysis for detection of infectious agents and discussion on advanced surgical treatments are also welcome.

IPJMBB accepts all types of articles including research, review, case reviews, commentaries, hypotheses, meeting reports, editorials, and short reports. Journal of Medical & Surgical Pathology is using Editorial tracking system for quality in the peer-review process. It is an online manuscript submission; in which authors can easily submit and access the status of manuscripts, Editors can deliver their decision on any submitted article, Reviewer can provide review comments of a particular article, publisher can publish the article so quickly. It is the best review tracking and handling system used by IPJMBB (an open-access journal).

Over 100 articles were submitted in which 24 qualitative articles which include research, review articles, case reports, short communications, image articles etc. According to the frequency of articles on an average 3 articles are released for an issue. In an average the article acceptance or rejection will be informed to author within 21 to 30 days of initial submission whereas the preliminary quality check result will be acknowledged within 24 to 48 hours of initial submission.

IPJMBB follows unbiased reviewers approval followed by editor’s approval is needed for acceptance of any manuscript, in the end editor decision is final, i.e., the double-blinded review process (which means authors does not reviewers and the reviewers does not know editors). IPJMBB is a IMED PUB publisher with one thousand+ conferences in 2019, across the USA, Europe & Asia. In 2019, IPJMBB has completed a decade in publication history with the support of authors and their research works. In these 4 years, the articles were published with rapid peer-review process and we are expecting to do so in future.

For the year 2019 IPJMBB launched its fifth volume and third issue with research, review commentary, and many more articles. IPJMBB thanking all of the editors, and reviewers who have made the journal a success of the year 2019. We promise all of the readers that we do our level best in the upcoming year 2020.